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Time off: entertainment, games and pass times in Palestine between the end of 
the Ottoman Empire and the British Mandate 
 
Everyday life and free time 
In this article I would like to provide a little piece of the mosaic of everyday life in 
Palestine by analyzing some of the places and types of free time in the area between 
Nablus and Jerusalem in the period between the end of the Ottoman Empire and the 
beginning of the British Mandate.  
Everyday life and free time have been amply dealt with by Western historians (from 
the “Annales” on) who, albeit from different points of view, have pointed to a kind of 
history even where it didn’t seem to exist. In particular, the notion of free time has 
taken form in order to interpret the numerous processes grafted on to industrialized 
society that have inevitably shaped and conditioned all aspects of the life of the 
individual including those aspects linked to free time 1 . Although the analysis 
proposed in the present paper refers to a period that can be considered pre-industrial, 
nonetheless free time has always constituted a more or less extended part of a day in 
the life of the individual according to the epoch in which he lived, the place, the 
gender, social standing and type of employment he was engaged in. It is, in fact, 
within this portion of time that the individual, after having carried out his work and/or 
religious duties, dedicates himself to the activity that is most congenial to him. 
Are we talking about, basically, “liberated” time, as it has sometimes been defined, as 
an interstitial or subliminal time that each person decides, on his own account, to 
pass?  Or are we, rather, entering into an area where besides individual desires and 
expectations there are other variants, not only tied up to social and gender concerns 
etc. but also to market, fashion and modernity concerns as well as to the religious and 
political authorities?  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Cfr. Thompson, E.P. “Time, Work-Discipline and Industrial Capitalism”, Past and Present, n.38, 1967,  p. 56-97; 
Elias, N. La civiltà delle buone maniere, il processo di civilizzazione, Bologna, Il Mulino, 1982; Hobsbawm, E.J. 
Lavoro, cultura e mentalità nella società industriale,  Roma-Bari, Laterza, 1986; Tempo libero e società di massa 
nell’Italia del Novecento.  Atti del convegno tenuto a Sesto San Giovanni nel 1994, In  Storia in Lombardia, nn. 1-2,  
numero monografico, 1995; Tarozzi, F. Il tempo libero, Tempo della festa, tempo del gioco, tempo per sé, Torino, 
Paravia, 1999. 
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The period in question, the latter half of the 19th century, is a period of great 
transformation: the Ottoman Empire inaugurates the reforms (tanẓīmāt), the Arab 
provinces of the Empire enter the world economy markets and the political and 
economic presence of the West increases. 
These changes inevitably open the way to a process of modernization of the whole 
region that has an impact not only on State Orders but also on society as a whole, 
down to the individual. If we wish to understand how such a process really influenced 
the life of individuals, a consideration of free time offers an interesting perspective in 
that it allows us to focus attention on the dimensions of everyday life that, to date, 
hasn’t been dealt with in detail, but where we find old and new motifs in a continuous 
process of redefinition and re-adjustment. 
As far as sources are concerned, apart from the History of Nablus2 by Iḥsān al-Nimr 
(1905-1984) and the Encyclopedia of Palestinian Folklore3 by Nimr Sirḥān, I have 
mostly referred to the Memoirs 4  of Muḥammad ‘Izzah Darwazah (1887-1984), 
historian and politician of Nablus, the Diaries5 of the Jerusalem composer and 
musician Wāṣif Ǧawhariyyah (1897-1973) and I have made use of certain 
contemporary autobiographies such as those of Fadwà Ṭūqān6, Ǧabrā Ibrāhīm Ǧabrā7 
and Mu‘īn Bsīsū8 . These autobiographies with their accounts and descriptions 
reconstruct life in Palestine during the end of the Ottoman Empire and the beginning 
of the British Mandate in its many guises: not only as the Holy Land in which the 
inhabitants act as a static background to an orientalist landscape, but as a region 
which, although with its own specificity, is an integral part of the Bilād al-Šām with 
which it shares many aspects of cultural life including free time. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 al-Nimr, I. Tārīḫ Ǧabal Nābulus wa-l-Balqā’, Damasco, 2 voll. 1938. 
3 Sirḥān, N. Mawsū‘at al-fūlklūr al-filasṭīnī, al-ṭab‘ah al-ṯāniyah al-kāmilah min al-Alif ilà l-yā’. Amman, Munaẓẓama 
al-taḥrīr al-filasṭīniyyah, 1989. 
4  Darwazah, M.‘I., Mi’at ‘ām filasṭīniyyah. Muḏakkirāt wa tasǧīlāt Muḥammad ‘Izzah Darwazah. Damasco, al-
Ǧam‘iyyah al-filasṭīniyyah li-l-tārīḫ wa-l-āṯār wa-l-Markaz al-ǧuġrāfī, al-ǧuz’ al-awwal, 1984. 
5 al-Ǧawhariyyah, W., al-Quds al-‘uṯmāniyyah fī l-muḏakkirāt al-Ǧawhariyyah, al-Kitāb al-awwal min muḏakkirāt al-
mūsīqī Wāṣif  Ǧawhariyyah 1904-1917, taḥrīr wa taqdīm ‘Iṣām Naṣṣār, Salīm Tamārī, Mu’assasat al-dirāsāt al-
filasṭīniyyah, Beirut.  
6 Ṭūqān F. Riḥlah ǧabaliyyah riḥlah ṣa‘bah. Sīrah ḏātiyyah. Amman, Dār al-šurūq li-l-našar wa-l-tawzī‘, 19852.  
7 Ǧabrā Ibrāhīm, Ǧabrā. al-Bi’r al-ūlà. Fuṣūl min Sīrah ḏātiyyah. Beirut, Dār al-āhdāb li-l-našar wa-l-tawzī‘, 1986.   
8 Bsīsū M. Dafātir filasṭīniyyah. Beirut, Dār al-Fārābī, 1978. 
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The organization of a day   
Between the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th centuries there was not yet a 
rigid division between work time and free time as we can see from an account by  
Iḥsān al-Nimr who never mentions the exact timetable according to which the various 
events of the day were organized. 
The rhythms of everyday life of an inhabitant of Nablus which was, for the most part, 
a Muslim city9, were scanned by work and, above all, by prayer. As Iḥsān al-Nimr 
wrote, a citizen would wake at dawn and after performing his ablutions he would go 
to the mosque for prayer (salāt al-ṣubḥ) where he would read and study the Koran 
while waiting for the sun to get higher in the sky; he would then have breakfast 
(fuṭūr) and the working day would begin. Everyone would go to his work place: the 
šayḫ would get ready to receive those who needed advice or had problems to be 
settled; the shopkeeper would go to open his shop. 
In the city, as opposed to the countryside (where farmers went to the fields from 
dawn until dusk) work stopped shortly before midday for prayer (ẓuhr). Some 
shopkeepers left their shop open or simply closed it by drawing a canvas curtain and 
ate a light meal at little stalls in the market place; others, conversely, ate at home and 
they closed up their shop which they returned to after prayer (‘aṣr) and there they 
stayed until sunset10. As far as the šayḫ was concerned, he went to visit the sick or to 
make courtesy calls and stayed out until sunset when he returned to the mosque for 
salat which marked the end of the working day for all.  There then followed the 
evening meal and finally everyone had a little free time at his disposal at least until 
the evening prayer; this free time was rather limited considering that everyone was up 
again at dawn.    
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 Darwazah bears witness to several Jewish families in the Ḫān al-Tuǧǧār of Nablus until the end of the Ottoman period 
and of Samaritan community of some 200 people until 1933. Darwazah, M. op. cit., p. 19. 
10 al-Nimr, I. op. cit., p. 309. 
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At home 
Within the family walls: salons and garconnières… 
At Nablus, as Darwazah recounts, the members of the most eminent families usually 
met up with neighbors and friends in salons (diwān) where there was an independent 
wing of the habitation (salamalik) so that access was possible without breaking the 
rules of the ḥarīm. 
Even less well-to-do families, however, had a separate room, sometimes added on at 
a later stage, where it was possible to receive guests according to the rules11. During 
these male evening gatherings as Darwazah recounts, the men talked, for the most 
part, “about daily life, food, prices, gossip, old stories from the city and countryside 
etc. […]” and only rarely about politics. Sometimes the sunset or evening prayer was 
recited and on Friday evenings they read the qaṣīdah of al-Burdah by al-Būṣīrī (1212-
1296), intoning it like a ḏikr12. Darwazah, who belonged to the Naqšbandiyyah – a  
widespread confraternity in the area of Syria and Palestine – tells how he took lessons 
at the al-Naṣr Mosque, so that, he could perform in front of family members or in the 
salons, according to an enjoyable custom that was based on the medieval tradition of 
entertaining guests with the reading of poems or other passages. But the salons were 
also places where the notables, the a‘yān, met in order to decide the fate of Nablus, 
and Iḥsān al-Nimr, who, unlike Darwazah belonged to such a class, underline how 
some salons corresponded to parliament and, as such, observed a rigid system of 
rules: young men, for example, were not allowed to intervene in the discussions 
unless they were called upon to do so13. 
Modernity also found its way into the daily life of the salons or more informal 
gatherings among neighbors where, for example, Ǧawhariyyah recalls having seen 
for the first time a phonograph acquired by a neighbor and how amazed he was by 
it14. Darwazah also recounts how, when he was about twenty, he saw, with his father, 
his first film in Nablus in the salon of an important family of the city, the family of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11 Sirḥān, N. op.cit., p.145. 
12 Darwazah, M.‘I. op. cit, p. 84. 
13 al-Nimr, I. op.cit., II° vol, p. 71. 
14 al-Ǧawhariyyah, W. op. cit., p. 50-51. 
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al-Tamīmī.  In Jerusalem, on the other hand, around the same period (between 1910 
and 1911) Ǧawhariyyah specifies that he went to the cinema to see a silent movie 
with his family and the family of some neighbors15. 
The female salons respected the separation of the sexes; the women of the notable 
families but also the women of the so-called middle class would meet in the 
afternoon and chat over tea or coffee. But there are exceptions: for example in 
Jerusalem in the salon of Katy Nimr, wife of George Antonius, among the guests 
there are  also European personalities and diplomats. This is also the case in Maryana 
Marrash’s salon at Aleppo and in Marie Ajami’s salon in Damascus where the ladies 
of the house entertain guests not only with readings but also with music and songs16. 
In the more international cities of Palestine – and Jerusalem is certainly more so than 
Nablus – those who were economically more well-to-do used to rent a room (oda) 
that was destined exclusively for entertainment: parties, romantic encounters or more 
simply meetings between friends, which went on until late without the intervention of 
the family. Ǧawhariyyah mentions that he frequented many such rooms where there 
was music, singing and dancing until late into the night, sometimes in the company of 
foreign women17. 
Even for those belonging to less well-to-do circles the evening was a time for 
socializing: generally neighbors exchanged visits that were less formal than in an 
actual salon –where the wealthiest family received guests of their own rank or lower 
(never the contrary18)  and so social gatherings for the less well-off were more 
relaxed. According to the rules of hospitality, the householders took it in turns to 
offer their guests drinks and sweetmeats and low cost entertainment. Ǧawhariyyah 
describes  evenings spent with neighbors which took place on a weekly basis and in 
which, sometimes,  as well as singing and dancing he and his brother dressed up in a 
pair of white sirwāl, a special belt and a black blouse and armed with a wooden 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 al-Ǧawhariyyah, W. op. cit., p. 130. 
16 Zeidan, J. T. Arab women novelists: the formative years and beyond. New-York, State Univ. Press, 1995, p. 50;58. 
17 al-Ǧawhariyyah, W. op. cit., p. 216. 
18 Cfr. Ṭūqān, F. op.cit., p. 25-26. 
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sword and a zinc shield, gave proof of their courage 19. This game20 was a must at 
Nablus as well on holidays and at weddings”,  Darwazah recounts that “the boys 
faced each other with drawn swords and defended themselves with shields made of 
leather and stuffed with straw and rags”. 
Both on summer evenings spent in the courtyard to enjoy the fresh air and indoors on 
winter evenings, the most widespread game among boys and adults in Nablus and 
Jerusalem was the game of the ring21. Mentioned by jurists as a chance for gambling 
and popular from the 13th century on (based on what al-Ǧawbarī says jokingly) 22, the 
game was also called “the game of the tray” (lu‘bat ṣīniyyah or al-dustūr)23. It 
consisted in discovering under which cup on the tray the ring or thimble was hidden. 
The player who lifted the “wrong” cup had to pay a pledge: as a” punishment” he had 
to sing, dance or entertain those present in some other way, as long as it was 
amusing24.  
The rules of the game, according to accounts by Darwazah, Ǧawhariyyah and Sirḥān, 
varied slightly but in any case, it was very popular even in the Christian community 
in which, however, the whole family played, including the women25. 
In the Palestinian villages, many of which no longer exist, one of the favorite winter 
pastimes was telling and listening to stories. These were popular stories that were, 
however, different both from the epic stories of Abū Zayd al-Hilālī, told in the male 
salons or cafès by the ḥakawāti and often accompanied by the sound of the rabābah, 
and from stories (qiṣṣa) about Bedouin raids (ġazw) and adventure stories 
(muġāmarāt). The popular stories in question were generally narrated in dialect by 
elderly women (ḥikāyat al-‘aǧā’iz) and were principally intended for children 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19 al-Ǧawhariyyah, W. op. cit., p. 41-42.   
20 Lu’bat al-sayf wa-l-turs, the game of sword and shield. Darwazah, M.‘I. op. cit. p.89. 
21 Lu‘bat al-ḫātim, Darwazah, M.‘I.  op.cit., p. 87.  
22  Rosenthal, F. Gambling in Islam, Leiden, Brill, 1975, p. 62. 
23 al-Ǧawhariyyah, W. op. cit., p. 270. 
24 Sirḥān, N. op. cit., p. 115-116. 
25 al-Ǧawhariyyah, W. op. cit., p. 270.  
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although the audience was also composed of adults: two or three mothers from the 
same family and their children along with neighbors and their off-spring26. 
Only occasionally were there men present who appreciated the stories, for although  
they considered them the reserve of women and children, they were the same stories 
they had listened to when they were small. These evenings did not represent official 
visits as such but were highly informal and characterized by an atmosphere of 
extreme spontaneity: by the dim light of a lamp, the woman who was known for her 
talent as a narrator, was encouraged with a “come on, tell us a story!” The narrator 
who had refined her talent by experience over the years, was able to modulate her 
voice and entertain her audience with three or four stories (the length and kind of 
story varied according to the audience). Most of these stories were then told by the 
older children to their younger siblings and friends in the afternoons and evenings 
spent together.  
Outside the Home 
Ḥammām 
In the cities the inhabitants were able to allow themselves more time for relaxation 
compared to country people who could take little time off from working the land. For 
the men a weekly appointment was the ḥammām where they spent about an hour at a 
time. At Nablus these public baths were numerous (according to Nimr there were 
eight of them)27 and many of them went back to ancient times and they were 
affordable to all. According to Darwazah, “there was no fixed price; everyone paid on 
the basis of his own generosity. The lowest charge was 1 qirš (a piaster), but some 
men paid double or even four times that amount”. But the time spent in the ḥammām 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26 Cfr. Muhawi I.; Kanaana S. Speak, Bird, Speak again: Palestinian Arab Folk tales. London, Univ. of California 
Press, 1989, p. 1-39. A selection of stories with beautiful graphics was published by Muhawi and Kan’anah, in Qūl yā 
ṭayr. Ḥikāyāt li-l-aṭfāl min al-turāṯ al-ša‘bī al-filasṭinī. Beirut, Mu’assasat al-Dirāsāt al-Filasṭīniyyah, 2010. 
27 al-Nimr, I. op.cit., p. 69. 
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which could more properly be qualified as “quality time” (time for relaxing and 
pampering oneself). For the woman it was also a moment of freedom. Once a month 
(usually immediately after the menstrual cycle), the women would spend the whole 
afternoon until sunset in the ḥammām; they amused themselves by singing, dancing 
and eating together. As Darwazah explains, they would bring food along with them 
and someone would bring a hookah, the wherewithal for making coffee, the 
darabukkah (drum); they then joined together in song; whoever had a good voice 
would sing, someone would play the darabukkah, someone else would beat out the 
rhythm on the copper rim of the ḥammām and some would clap their hands. For the 
women the ḥammām represented a moment of relaxation and enjoyment, almost a 
party”28.  
It was, therefore, a moment for socialization that broke the monotony of daily life and 
allowed the women to get out of the house; in fact there weren’t many opportunities 
for the women to leave the home, as Darwazah observes: “the women only left the 
home in case of necessity, on the occasion of funerals, weddings, to go to the 
ḥammām or the cemetery or, at times, to leave the city in the Spring. Indeed months 
could go by without a woman visiting her family of origin or relatives who lived in 
other houses. The relatives of married girls who lived in other houses could enjoy 
their company only on specific occasions such as ša‘bān, or ramaḍān; New Year’s 
Eve in particular, was an occasion for them to spend two or three days with 
relatives”.  Women who managed to cut out a little time for themselves often spent it 
with a neighbor; sometimes they would work together sewing or doing embroidery.  
In fact the most assiduous relationships were those with the neighbors, although the 
men also got together in other places of relaxation such as cafes.  
Regulated as they were by ancient custom, the relations between neighbors were 
often  closer and more solid than those with a distant sibling. Ǧawhariyyah also pays 
particular attention to his daily meetings with his neighbors and the fact that they all 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28 Darwazah, M.‘I.  op. cit., p. 33. 
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shared in the joys and sorrows of each other; he recounts innumerable evenings spent 
together and how they used to exchange samples of newly cooked food and recipes29. 
Cafes and gardens 
Another urban public place where  free time could be spent was certainly the cafe30. 
Outside the domestic walls men would meet to enjoy themselves without spending  
much money: as well as drinking coffee or tea (which became popular after the first 
world war with the arrival of the British) and smoking the hookah, and playing chess 
and backgammon  (nard) – amongst the most widespread games since the dawn of 
Islam – and draughts, dominoes and card games31 , they also watched various 
performances  such as  Karagoz  or  storytellers.  Darwazah highlights the 
declamatory skills of the karākūzātī (the man who pulls the strings of the marionettes 
behind a screen illuminated by a lamp or by candles) who modifies his voice 
according to the character he is presenting, thus engaging the attention and the 
laughter of the audience who, at the end of the performance offers a small monetary 
compensation32. 
The shadow game of Karagoz which came to the Middle East from China by way of 
the Mamelukes was a pastime both for adults and children, especially in the evenings 
of Ramadan when the screen would be brought outside the café into the courtyard or 
even the street. These shows had a pre-established structure although the text could 
be improvised: there are, generally, two protagonists the first of whom is a respected, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 al-Ǧawhariyyah, W. op. cit., p. 17-20. 
30 Hattox, R.S. Coffee and Coffee Houses. The Origins of a Social Beverage in the Medieval Near East, Seattle-
Londres, University of Washington Press, 1985; Carlier, O., “Le café maure. Sociabilité masculine et effervescence 
citoyenne (Algérie XVIIe-XXe siècles)”, Annales Economie Sociétés Civilisation, n°4, 1990 p. 975-1003; Marino, B. 
“Cafés et cafetiers de Damas aux XVIIIe et XIXe siècles”, Revue du monde musulman et de la Méditerranée, 75, n.1, 
1995, p. 275-294 ; Desmet-Gregoire, H. Georgeon F. (eds.), Cafes d'Orient revisites, préface de Robert Mantran, Paris, 
CNRS Editions, 1997; Lafi, N. “Espace de loisirs, espace politique: le café dans le monde arabe au XIX siècle, 
l’exemple de Tripoli”, in Beck R., Madoeuf A. (eds), Divertissements et loisirs dans les societies urbaines à l’époque 
modern et contemporaine, Tours, Presses Universitaires F.-Rabelais, 2005, p. 332-345; Baldazzi, C. “Vie quotidien et 
lieux de sociabilité à Naplouse à la fin de l’Empire Ottoman”, in Bozzo A., Luizard, P.-J. Les Sociétés civiles dans le 
monde musulman. Paris, La Decouverte. 2011, p. 115-128. 
31The most common card games were  al-bāṣirah, e al-iskāmbīl. In the former, Darwazah recounts: the one who wins is 
the player who has a corresponding card at the moment when the other player shows the cards in front of him. In this 
game there is the card of the young man (al-ṣabī) which takes all the others and is called ‘the winner takes all’. In the 
second game, iskāmbīl, one of the four suits is the trump  and trumps all the other cards. Darwazah, M.‘I.  op. cit., p. 87. 
32 Darwaza, M. op. cit., p.86. 
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cultured man, whereas the other, Karagoz, is a pauper and it is the contrast between 
the two  that sparks off the amusement. By way of irony and worldly wisdom, these 
shows often parodied political personages and events that could not be discussed 
openly33. 
Ǧawahariyyah  mentions that, in Jerusalem, in the month of ramaḍān, a famous 
karākūzātī, al-Ḥāǧǧ  Maḥmūd, came from Tripoli; his shows began at midnight and 
ended at dawn when fasting began34. As regards the storytellers , they sat on a chair 
on a platform and declaimed (or sometimes read) stories about ‘Antar, Banū Hilāl, 
Sayf ibn ḏī Yazan, the Thousand and one Nights and other stories, all recited in a  
particularly expressive way and accompanied by dramatic gestures. The audience 
became so involved in the story and identified so closely with its  protagonists  that  
they induced the narrator to give the story a happy ending, as the Palestinian poet 
Mu‘īn Bsīsū recounts:  “At the end of the night [the people present] picked up the 
chairs and threw glasses and bottles because the character Abū Zayd had been 
arrested and his supporters refused to leave the café and go home leaving him in 
prison; so they obliged the storyteller with the rabāba to set him free”35.  
These stories, which everyone knew by heart, constituted a pastime that  no client of 
the cafés would pass up on, after the prayer at sunset, and especially not on rainy 
winter evenings. 
Ǧawahariyya recounts  how in Jerusalem in the ‘Abd al-Laṭīf café in the Bāb Ḥaṭṭa 
quarter he read one of the most appreciated  ḥakawātī of the city : thanks to his talent 
as a narrator, he himself seemed to be the real protagonist of the various adventures 
and so he entertained the clients in the café until midnight without one of them 
moving until the story was over. It was in this way that young boys, by listening to 
the stories, got fired up with a sense of honor and justice36. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
33 Desmet-Gregoire, H. Georgeon F. (eds.). op. cit., p. 136. 
34 al-Ǧawhariyyah, W. op. cit., p. 79. 
35 Bsīsū, M. op. cit., p. 27. 
36 al-Ǧawhariyyah, W. op. cit., p. 133.  
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But the café37 as a social meeting place, over time, changed from a dirty little hole 
frequented by the least well-off (as Dawaza recounts from his earliest memories) and 
became  a meeting place for the better-off classes, including intellectuals and even 
bohemians. Such was the case of the Muḫṭār café in Jerusalem , frequented by Ḫalīl 
al-Sakākīnī and his Circle of Vagabonds, which led to the name of the café being 
renamed the Vagabond café38. Although Nablus, as Darwazah points out, was a more 
sober city, it too could boast of its elegant cafes and one in particular, on the 
periphery, opening, on the inside, on to  a public  park, al-Manšiyyah39, which had 
been created at the end of the Ottoman  Empire by the town center (baladiyyah).  By 
the end of the nineteenth century the urban plan of the city was transformed and the 
new plans envisaged parks and public gardens open to all40.                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
       
Trips outside the city 
At Nablus, during the summer season, the men and boys organized trips outside the 
city; the most frequented localities were the mountains surrounding the city and, in 
particular, the many spring-heads and fountains of the region. They equipped 
themselves with mats which, for sleeping purposes, they arranged in mountain caves 
or, alternately, they rented from local farmers, little huts in wood or straw: they also 
brought the wherewithal for making coffee and a ready- made meal for the trip41. But  
apart from these necessities they never failed to bring games. Usually a gaming table, 
dominoes and cards. These trips could last for several days: those who wanted to 
enjoy the glory of the starry sky camped out in the open. In this connection, 
Darwazah relates that in the summer, his father, (a textile merchant) loved to spend 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
37 Iḥsān al-Nimr does not list the cafés among adult male forms of entertainment but actually says that  “there were 
salons and private rooms for entertaining guests. al-Nimr, I. op. cit.,  p. 71.  
38 Tamari, . S. “The Vagabond Café and Jerusalem’s Prince of Idleness”, Jerusalem Quarterly, n. 19, 2003, pp. 13-35. 
39 The Nablus Civic library was opened within the garden in 1960. Darwazah, M.‘I.  op.cit., p. 93. 
40 On the subject of public gardens cfr. Gillot, G. “Les jardins publics dans le monde arabe: territoire d’un loisir 
populaire”, in Divertissement, cit., p. 295-306, where he mostly deals with Cairo, Damascus e Rabat.  
41 The dish consisted of rice and chick peas  and roasted meat and accompanied by yogurt (laban) or tomatoes,  or 
sometimes, vine leaves stuffed with cheese, cucumber and fruit.    
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the evening and the night in the mountains with a friend who had a son of  
Darwazah’s age; in the morning he would go down to the city to work and then, in 
the afternoon he would put together fresh supplies and return to the mountains for 
another night under the stars42…  
 
Free time amongst  the Boys  
 
Home and the neighborhood 
 
The boys, as well as spending the evening with their families, often got together in 
their various houses  and “ those who had the best voice , sang one after the other 
mawwāl called baġdādiyyah and ibrāhīmiyyah. These songs spoke of ardor and 
cavalier love delivered in high voices with passionate and penetrating notes […], 
while others beat on the darabukkah, thus inducing others to clap their hands until 
someone got up to dance, with a stick or sword in hand43.  
A sense of honor and courage was the distinguishing mark of many of the “games” 
popular at the time and played even by the children as Darwazah and Ǧawhariyyah 
relate in connection with sword and shield play (in wood) and wrestling. Games that 
we, today, would call ‘sports’, such as fencing, horseback riding and wrestling 
became public exhibitions on festive occasions: the best boys challenged each other 
in wrestling matches and also on horseback which both harked back to the roots of a 
distant Islamic past44. But before performing in front of adults, the youths, both big 
and small, did their practice in the neighborhood where they spent the greater part of 
the day after school. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
42 Darwazah, M.‘I. op.cit., p. 80-81. 
43 Darwazah, M.‘I. op.cit, 86-87. 
44 Ahsan, M.M. Social life under the Abbasids, 170-289 AH, 786-902 AD. London, Longman, 1979; Scarcia Amoretti, 
B. Un altro Medioevo. Il quotidiano nell’Islam. Roma-Bari, Laterza, 2001, p. 154. 
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The streets and alleyways,  which represented for the boys ‘a veritable school of 
life’45,  constituted a microcosm which the boys left very rarely46 and so identification 
with one’s quarter was very strong. The boys, both big and small and in particular 
those who belonged to the lower classes, formed gangs; every quarter had one and 
they were in competition with each other. 
Unlike other urban centers such as Damascus and Beirut where gangs were 
numerous,  at Nablus at the time of Darwazah’s childhood, there were only two 
gangs, one from the Eastern zone and one from the Western zone both led by a leader 
(šayḫ) esteemed and respected by all for his courage.  
Sometimes quarrels would break out even amongst the little boys who would then 
arrange a facedown outside the city where they stoned each other using catapults. The 
“battle” would proceed until the older boys intervened and made the little ones call a 
truce. Darwazah mentions that any quarrels between the boys were set aside at 
mawṣim, the festival in which everyone took part under the flag of Nablus and “all 
differences disappeared”47.  
 
Children’s games 
In the streets and courtyards 
 
Darwazah,who admits that he rarely took part in the games his coevals played on the 
street because he spent most of his free time reading, was, nonetheless, an attentive 
observer, so much so that he has left us minute descriptions of the most popular 
games. There were, for example, the ball games: one using a small cloth- stuffed ball 
(ṭābah)48, or the ball game in a circle (the boys sit down in a circle and a boy outside 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
45 Nimr, I. op.cit., p. 70. 
46 Some of the quarters in the Arab or Islamic city are surrounded by walls and gates and access to them is closed off in 
the evening, cfr. Khoury, Ph.S. “Syrian Urban Politics in transition: the quarters of Damascus during the French 
Mandate”, Int. J. Middle East Stud., 16 (1984), p. 507-540.  
47 Darwazah, M.‘I. op.cit, p. 92.  
48Lu‘bat al-ṭābah, which consisted of one child throwing the ball from a distance of about 15-20 meters to another, if 
the other child didn’t catch the ball, he was the loser. Darwazah, M.‘I. op. cit., p. 87. 
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the circle tries to grab the ball which is being passed from one boy to another)49; there 
was also blindman’s buff50 and other games involving stone throwing in its various 
guises such as using  hands or feet51 or the catapult.  Then there were competitions 
involving  jumping,  the run, skip and jump game52, the high jump53, leap-frogging54,  
which also had a variation played in a circle, and hopping55  and wrestling56.  
As well as these games which were played in the street Nimr also mentions the stick 
and ball game, and he underlines that one of the favourites games was riding all kind 
of domestic animals as if they were a horse57.   
Another game that the children would spend the whole afternoon on until sunset in 
Spring and Summer was making and flying kites. According to Darwazah, “they 
would attach thin, colored paper to a bamboo frame and pass two threads at three 
points in such a way that the kite would take off according to a precise method. Some 
of the children  attached long tails of paper lanterns to their kites so that they could 
fly as high as 200-300  meters”. Ǧabrā admits that he was much better at flying kite 
than shooting catapult and also describes other games such as the whit and top and 
the “nightingale”, which correspond more or less to the idea of the “whirlybird”, 
where you attach a T-shaped, piece of wood by a thread to a stick and whirl it in the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
49 Lu‘bat al-ṭābah fī l-ḥalqah or lu‘bat al-buqǧah fī l-ḥalqah, Darwaza underlines that buqǧah is a Turkish word 
meaning parcel. Ibid. 
50Darwaza describes the game blindman’s buff  (ġamīḍah, for MSA ġumayḍā’) as follows: one of the players is 
blindfolded while the other boys run around him, trying to touch him without being caught. When one of them is caught 
he has to take the place of the blindfolded boy. Ibid. 
51 Lu‘bat al-daws, ‘kicking game’, where the winner is the one who kicks the stone furthest. Darwazah, M.‘I. op.cit,  p. 
87-88. 
52 Lu‘bat al-fišḫatayni wa-l-naṭṭah ‘two skips a jump’: the player, Darwazah explains, sprints for a certain distance than 
takes two long steps and then he jumps; the winner is the one who reaches the longest distance counting the steps and 
the jump; some boys reached a distance of six meters and more. Darwazah, M.‘I. op. cit., p. 88. The game is also quoted 
by Nimr, I. op.cit., p. 70. 
53 Lu‘bat  al-qafz ‘jump game’, in this game Darwazah recounts, the boys sprint for a certain distance and then jump; 
the winner is the one who jumps higher than the others; some boys jump two or three meters as if they were birds in 
flight. Darwaza, M.‘I. op. cit. p.88.   
54 Lu‘bat al-naṭṭ ‘an ẓuhūr: the boys throw a coin to decide who has to squat so that the others can jump over his back; 
he has to squat like a frog while the others sprint for a certain distance and jump over him; the winner is the one who 
doesn’t touch with his feet the sides of the boy squatting; if, on the other hand someone touches him he is the loser and 
has to take the place of the boy squatting who then takes his turn at jumping. Sometimes there can be two or even three 
or four ‘frogs’ placed at 1 or 2 meters apart and the others jump over them in turn. Darwazah, M.‘I.  op.cit., p. 88.    
55 Lu‘bat al -‘annah: within a given space a child hops while trying to touch one of the others children around him; the 
one who is touched takes the place of the one who is hopping. Ibidem.   
56 Lu‘bat  al-mubāṭaḥah or al muṣāra‘ah: in wrestling two boys engage and wrestle with each other until one manages to 
floor the other. Ibidem. 
57 Nimr mentions these games without going into specifics. al-Nimr, I. op.cit., p. 70.  
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air; another game involved sweeping up a piece of wood from the ground into the air 
and hitting it in flight before it falls58.   
Darwazah doesn’t talk about games for girls who probably shared in the boy’s games 
until a certain age after which the games changed drastically (usually about the age of 
seven)59;  among girls, however, the most common games were singing nursery 
rhymes and, of course, role playing. 
In this period, and for that matter, until not many decades ago, children (both in the 
countryside and in the urban centers) made their own games, using what was around 
them: empty boxes, rags and strings etc. Those who didn’t own a chess board didn’t 
give up on playing draughts but resorted to make-shift solutions: they would draw out 
the chess board on a piece of wood or even on the ground and as game pieces they 
would use pebbles or fruit stones or olives60. Little girls played with homemade rag 
dolls; even Fadwà Ṭūqān61 who was born into a prominent Nablus family, owned one 
made by her aunt, although she herself had always wanted one with eyes that opened 
and shut. The writer Ǧabrā recalls how he and some friends constructed a wonder box 
nicknamed “the no pay cinema”, sacrificing for the purpose several pages of a school 
book from which he had cut out figures and images62. 
 
Adults and Children in the Town Squares 
At the time one of most popular and cheapest pastimes for adults and children was 
the wonder box, also the known as the Persian box, probably because it was a Persian 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
58 Ǧabrā called the whit and  top al-furrānah or al-farrārah; (Cfr. Dozy, s.v. furrayrah, pirouette, bois ou métal traversé 
d’un petit bâton, qui sert à le faire tourner sur lui-même); the “nightingale” bulbul  and the other game Lu‘bat al-ṭaqqah 
wa iǧrī ‘hit and run’ [more or less like “hurling”].  Ǧabrā Ibrāhīm, Ǧ. op.cit., p. 50. 
59 Darwazah doesn’t mentions the exact age of childhood but as regards the ḥammām he states that boys could go there 
with their mother until the age of seven. Darwazah, M.‘I. op.cit., p. 33. Cfr. Linant de Bellefond, Y. “Ḥaḍāna”, EI2 s.v.; 
and Giladi, A. “Concepts of Childhood and attitudes towards children in Medieval Islam”, Journal of the Economic and 
Social History of the Orient, vol XXXII, 1989, pp. 121-152. 
60 Sirḥān, N. op.cit., p 115. 
61 Fadwà Ṭūqān tells how she loved dolls but unlike the other girls of Nablus, she had to spend her days indoors because 
her high class family didn’t let her play outside with the other children. This was a cause for regret for Fadwà who 
would have preferred to have less money and more freedom. Ṭūqān, F. op.cit., p. 18; 24.   
62 Ǧabrā Ibrāhīm, Ǧ. op. cit., p. 30-42. 
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who first constructed it, as Ǧawhariyya explains63. It was a substitute for the cinema, 
especially for the less well-to-do and it could be seen on the streets and town squares 
especially on feast days:  Darwazah describes how “the clients would sit on boxes in 
front of the box and look through a magnifying glass while the owner of the box 
maneuvered a handle that made the inner cylinder turn with its photos of famous 
people (Arabs and non- Arabs) while he made a running commentary on the images 
that appeared. Jabra relates that he saw hunters on horseback, kings and soldiers 
being killed and also half-naked women and he remembers that there was no 
connection between the images and the proprietor’s commentary64.  
Another spectacle for all age groups was the circus. Darwazah writes about a group 
of gypsies65 who performed periodically in a piazza in Nablus with trained animals 
such as a bear, a monkey and a donkey and they showed great ability in walking the 
tightrope “at a height of three or four meters above the ground, holding a wooden 
pole for balance”66. Ǧabrā also talks about magicians, jugglers, knife swallowers and 
snake charmers67. 
 
Free time: from the collective dimension to the individual one 
Concluding reflections 
For all its partiality, this panorama of  the pastimes  and most popular games of 
adults, young people and children offers some points for reflection. In the first place, 
free time was an integral part of Palestinian culture, indeed it was a typical expression 
of it and it evolved with and was transformed by the culture itself.  In the second 
place, the picture I have outlined reveals a persisting historical and geographical 
continuity with the entire Islamic world: storytellers and shadow shows and Karagoz 
whose most illustrious author, Ibn Daniyāl, goes back to the Mamelukes of Egypt, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
63 al-Ǧawhariyyah, W. op. cit., p. 130-131. 
64 Ǧabrā Ibrāhīm, Ǧ. op. cit., p. 39-40. 
65 The arrival in the square of the circus or gypsy tightrope walkers is also mentioned by  Bsīsū. op. cit. p. 22.   
66 Darwazah, M.‘I. op.cit., p. 90. 
67 Ǧabrā Ibrāhīm, Ǧ. op. cit., p. 84-87. 
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were a source of enjoyment and a way of spending free time from the Middle Ages 
and even earlier. 
Duels too were carried out on foot or on horseback among the upper classes while 
wrestling was popular amongst rich and poor alike. But this continuity which held up 
the whole framework gives us ample space to reread and reinterpret local realities 
that are dependent on time or space. It is from this point of view that a consideration 
of how free time was spent contributes to clarifying some of the internal mechanisms 
of  Palestinian society. At a first glance these mechanisms might seem contradictory 
but, on closer reflection, they reveal the level of belonging (whether to the region, 
city or quarter) that connected the daily lives of individuals or groups. 
The most popular games and pastimes in Palestine, although they have a lot in 
common with both with the Bilād al-Šām region and with the rest of the Arab world, 
highlight a local specificity that shows us a society based on its own distinguishing 
features such as those found at Nablus or Jerusalem for example. 
Free time, therefore, contributes to and consolidates traditional culture as we can see 
from studies on Palestinian folklore which examine songs, instrumental music and 
games. And, indeed, it is precisely within the “cut out” or “liberated” time  that exists 
in a strictly codified structure such as Islam,  that variants in pastimes emerged, and 
consequently, depending on one’s background, and personal taste, also the expression 
of the individual. Taking into consideration the culture of the upper and lower classes 
as a whole, free time represented a time when popular traditions  joined with Moslem  
culture and became a deeply felt common denominator. Obviously the upper and 
lower classes didn’t have the same perception of free time  but there were many 
significant exchanges between the classes: culture circulated and not necessarily in 
the one direction. In other words cultural influences were passed from one class to 
another and were transformed accordingly68. Popular culture was not simply ‘a 
degraded form of cultural material’ but it opened the way to a process of 
transformation in all its multiple variations. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
68 Cirese A.M. Cultura egemonica e culture subalterne, Palermo, Palumbo, 1984, p. 15-23. 
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Paradigmatic, in this connection, were popular stories that represented a female 
expression of art transmitted orally. Within this space. women felt less subject to 
restrictions and taboos and freer to express themselves, albeit in respect of the 
Tradition: they recounted stories that had been handed down, saying that that was 
how they had heard them, but they embellished them, thus creating new versions. The 
stories reflected supernatural popular beliefs widespread in society but circumscribed 
by the world of women and that of children (popular Islam) and, hence, the product 
of a rather  limited ambience and, all told,  of not much account. 
There are no heroes in these stories but heroines, mothers, daughters and widows69 
who incarnate accepted morality but, at the same time, they also open the way to 
“hot-potato” or “taboo” themes relating to sex. Free time, therefore, figures as a 
relatively autonomous space where the individual can express himself with a certain 
freedom as regards religious, social and gender themes. Within this dimension, more 
than elsewhere, the intersection and reciprocal influence becomes evident on two 
fundamental levels: that of the unity of the Islamic faith and that of the variety of 
everyday life. 
The fact that many of the most widespread games, including backgammon (nard), 
include a gambling component (maysir), but are a constant presence in the Muslim 
world, seems to me highly indicative of the dynamic and creative capacities of Islam 
itself which, although it has been an unchanging faith throughout time, it has also 
been characterized by a high degree of elasticity in adapting  to different contexts. 
But with the transformation of society, how did the types of free time and the spaces 
laid aside for it change?  
Since the end of the Ottoman Empire choral singing was characteristic both  of 
private abodes – houses and courtyards – where the evenings were spent and in 
public places such as the ḥammām, cafes, gardens and, above all, the town squares, 
where the people could see novelties and prodigies, take part in the festivities and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
69 Muhawi; Kanaana. op.cit., p. 15. 
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also witness street lighting and the visits of personalities (William II visited 
Damascus and Palestine in 1898). 
Social changes had, inevitably, an impact on the use of free time which became much 
more limited compared to times past in that it became much more dependent on work 
time, especially when the latter became salaried work. Although it had assumed a 
more specifically public image, free time was characterized by an increasingly 
marked individualism. As in the rest of Bilād al-Šām, in Palestine too cinemas and 
theatres opened, the radio replaced ḥakawātī and Karagoz  theater, the sea became   a 
place for swimming and seaside resorts came into being.  
Although public spaces for passing free time multiplied, many of them asked an 
entrance fee, except for the gardens. 
It would seem that modernity found in free time a privileged space but whereas 
during the period of the Ottoman Empire there was evident, at least in part,  a re-
elaboration of an endogenous character, in subsequent periods, especially during 
colonialism and, in the case of Palestine, the birth of Israel, things changed 
drastically. 
There came into play the mechanisms of cultural updating based on subservience:  
power struggles  were such that they wiped out all attempts to reinterpret and readapt 
local customs. Western culture was welcomed as the only possibility for achieving 
modernity. It seems to me that, in this connection, the phenomenon of  youth gangs is 
emblematic.  They were present in the whole region of Bilād al-Šām during the 
period of the Ottoman Empire and survived down to the fifties and sixties of the 
twentieth century70. By now, however, they have become divested of their original 
role and have become simply violent gangs, living outside the law. 
But that, as they say, is another story. 
 
Cristiana Baldazzi 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
70 Cfr. Johnson  M. “Political bosses and their gangs: Zu’ama and Qabadayat in the Sunni Muslim Quarters of Beirut”, 
in Gellner E., Waterbury, J., (eds), Patrons and Clients in Mediterranean Societies, London, Duckwort, 1977;  Khoury, 
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